
 
Don’t overlook ongoing expenses like haircuts, school supplies, and uninsured medical expenses. 
 Should each parent have a winter coat or should you purchase one with joint funds? When the time
comes who will handle cell phons and car insurance?

TOP 5 FINANCIAL TIPS
When Designing Your Parenting Plan

Even in the most amicable splits, these details often get left out of formal agreements because they are
tedious discussions and can be challenging to navigate.  The best pathway to avoiding future conflict with
your ex  is to have clear expectations at the outset, so you don’t end up with hostility and resentment
resulting from carrying the financial burden alone.

Clarity. Integrity. Grace. Leslie lives by and extends these values to every Client. Finding
a pathway through challenging topics such as what to do with the house, parenting time,
dividing assets, and future financial success is where her skillset comes alive.

HERE ARE A FEW DETAILS YOU WANT TO DISCUSS WHILE DESIGNING YOUR PARENTING PLAN:
 

What expenses do you currently have for your kids?  Prepare a detailed list so you know what you are
starting with in the present time. How are activities chosen? Setting a specified time each year to
discuss these details will allow your kids to explore and enjoy opportunities without having the stress of
wondering which parent to ask

Can you continue to afford to pay for these? If you don't already have one, create a budget to consider
how much you are willing to spend. Is it okay for your child to participate in something if the other
parent pays for it? How are decisions made? Will it encroach on your parenting time? Will you be
expected to do the driving?

Shall you split the costs 50/50 or according to proportion of your income? How often are you providing
income information to each other? Having a clear expectation on how your kids' expenses are divided
will alleviate future strife.

 
Set an expectation for college or secondary education costs.  Shall you split them 50/50 with your co-
parent or shall you have your child share them with you three ways? What costs will your child be
covering on their own, if any?
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        aving clear expectations when designing your parenting plan can help ensure smooth sailing as you
move forward with co-parenting.  The last thing you want once you’ve finished the divorce process is to have
lingering arguments over who owes who for soccer, haircuts and school supplies.  Child support basically
covers room and board.  It does not cover all the expenses most families incur when raising kids.  Voice
lessons, hockey, yearbooks, tutoring, AP classes and the like all cost money.  
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